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General Joints Control in ANSYS/Workbench 11 
using a Commands Object
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ANSYS/Workbench 11 introduces a new module called ANSYS Rigid 
Dynamics. As the product name implies, ANSYS Rigid Dynamics has a 
special solver for finite elements comprised entirely of rigid parts. ANSYS 
Rigid Dynamics also provides a comprehensive set of joints that allow 
joints to be added to finite element models very easily by simply clicking 
on desired the part connection locations. These joints can be used in rigid 
body transient dynamic analysis, but they can also be used in static, 
normal modes, flexible body dynamic, and harmonic response models. 
Joint types include revolute, spherical, cylindrical, universal, slot, planar, 
fixed, and general. The general joint is the topic of this presentation.

The ANSYS/Workbench 11 general joint implementation allows separate 
control of the X, Y, and Z translational degrees of freedom, but it allows 
control of only certain combinations of rotational degrees of freedom. The 
presentation shows how to use a commands object to control rotational 
degrees of freedom of the general joint in every possible combination.

Introduction
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This simplified axle assembly provides an example of the need to have 
control of general joint individual rotational degrees of freedom.

General Joint
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This simplified axle assembly provides an example of the need to have 
control of General Joint degrees of freedom.

General Joint

Axial, Vertical Shear, 
and Moment Loads 
are applied to the Axle 
Center

Both Wheels are Fixed at Their Ends

The Axle Box is Fixed 
on its ExteriorThese Two Tapered Bearings 

Carry All the Shear and Axial Loads 

We Need General Joints to Carry Torque 
Only from the Axle to the Wheels
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General Joint

Bonded contact holds the tapered bearings to the axle box.
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General Joint

No Separation contact transfers shear and axial loads 
from the axle box to the axle.
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General Joint

Two General Joints connect the wheels to the axle box.
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General Joint

The General Joint icons in 
the upper left corner 
indicate that X, Y, and Z 
translation DOF are free, 
and that all rotational DOF 
are fixed. In reality we 
desire ROTX and ROTY 
to be free, and ROTZ 
fixed. The 
ANSYS/Workbench 11 
GUI does not allow only 
ROTZ to be fixed. We 
can, however, accomplish 
this through a commands 
object.
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General Joint

We place a joint 
commands object 
directly under each 
joint.
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General Joint
This is the commands object to make one general joint fix ROTZ only, and leave UX, UY, 
UZ, ROTX, and ROTY free.

The sectype command defines the joint using the _jid parameter.

The first secjoint command defines the coordinate systems for either end of the joint.

The second secjoint command fixes ROTZ and leave the other DOF free. UX, UY, UZ, 
ROTX, ROTY, and ROTZ DOF are controlled using 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 in arguments 2-7 of the 
secjoint command, respectively.

See ANSYS online documentation on the sectype and secjoint commands for details on 
these commands’ syntax.
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General Joint

Unfortunately, the joint commands object does not provide a 
parameter for the joint coordinate system ID’s. You need to transfer 
the model to ANSYS Classic to determine the joint’s coordinate 
system ID. There is a possibility that this could be automated using 
APDL.

The joint section described in the sectype and secjoint commands 
belongs to an MPC184-General element in ANSYS Classic.
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General Joint

This is a displacement contour plot. A quick check of reactions 
confirms that the general joint is behaving properly.
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Conclusions

The ANSYS Rigid Dynamics module introduced with 
ANSYS/Workbench V11 is a significant new enhancement 
to ANSYS/Workbench Simulation. It is especially useful in 
developing finite element models of mechanical 
assemblies, which are connected using joints.

The usefulness of the General Joint type can be 
significantly enhanced using a commands object, which 
allows separate control of each joint rotation degree of 
freedom.


